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Note: the images are linked to the sources

Your final deployment, in its essence,  
should look similar to the one depicted in 
the picture. 

● The “real node” is used to prove your 
ability of integrating the specific 
sensors envisioned in your application 
scenario

● The Iot-lab deployment is used to 
prove you ability to scale-up your 
solution into an ecosystem of nodes 
organised in a network  and to 
evaluate their performance 

DATA

COMMANDS

What kind of phenomena?
● Sampling 

○ reconstruct a signal (e.g. black PM2.5)
○ observe a value … you already know the dynamics!

● Events (e.g >threshold)
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PM2.5 air pollution

https://aqicn.org/forecast



Reconstruct a signal
Sampling Theorem in few slides

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/shannon-sampling-theorem

The sampling theorem specifies the 
minimum-sampling rate at which a continuous-time 
signal needs to be uniformly sampled so that the 
original signal can be completely recovered or 
reconstructed by these samples alone. 



https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1nuZx095lzt2d9h42N7yNu13crGg9eS9A?usp=sharing

Phenomenon Sampling

Local 
Computation

Raw data

Transmission Edge computation

Cloud computation

Estimation



Samples per second

Duty Cycle Energy 

SPEED CAPACITY ENERGY COST

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/A-Summary-of-WSN-strategies-that-produce-improvement-in-QoS-metrics_fig1_266143081



latency

Aggregation

https://www.resear
chgate.net/figure/A
-taxonomy-of-real-
world-performance-
metrics-for-evaluati
ng-IoT-Mist-Edge-F
og-and-Cloud_fig2
_343578510

https://github.com/RIOT-OS/RIOT/tree/master/tests/periph_pm



https://github.com/ichatz/riotos-apps/tree/main/temperature_humidity
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Events

Something interesting happens!



Outliers: interesting events or noise?

Let’s focus on Z-score

where 
● x is raw data
● μ is just mean of x
● ρ is standard deviation of x.

OUTLIER: x whose |Z-Score|>threshold

Source: https://www.drdawnwright.com/empirical-rule-and-z-score-probability/

 Where are we going to compute μ and ρ?
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Your final deployment, in its essence,  
should look similar to the one depicted in 
the picture. 

● The “real node” is used to prove you 
ability of integrating the specific 
sensors envisioned in your application 
scenario

● The Iot-lab deployment is used to 
prove you ability to scale-up your 
solution into an ecosystem of nodes 
organised in a network  and to 
evaluate their performance 

DATA

COMMANDS

Problem

Since we cannot integrate arbitrary sensors 
(e.g. stress sensor) in the Iot-Lab deployment, 
and in any case we do not have the ability of 
generating specific events to trigger interesting 
monitoring activities (e.s. apply a force to a 
sensor) 

how can we prove the 
efficiency/effectiveness of the proposed 

solution in “realistic” application 
scenarios?

A possible approach
DATA

COMMANDS

Event Generator

Traces
Models

Trigger events on IOT-LAB nodes (serial (nc)/mqtt)



A firmware skeleton

BOARD=iotlab-m3 make all

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>

#include "shell.h"

int trigger(int argc, char **argv)

{

   printf("triggered %s\n", argv[1]);

   (void)argc;

   (void)argv;

   return 0;

}

static const shell_command_t commands[] = {

   { "trigger", "trigger an event", trigger },

   { NULL, NULL, NULL }

};

int main(void)

{

   puts("Trigger events");

   char line_buf[SHELL_DEFAULT_BUFSIZE];

   shell_run(commands, line_buf, SHELL_DEFAULT_BUFSIZE);

   return 0;

}

/home/andrea/Documents/University/teaching/IoT/iot-lab/RIOT/examples/triggers

Remember to close the terminal

#!/bin/bash
for i in 1 2 3 4 5
do
   echo "Trigger $i times"
done

https://unix.stackexchange.com/questions/332163/netcat-send-text-to-echo-service-read-reply-then-exit



/home/andrea/Documents
/University/teaching/IoT/io
t-lab/RIOT/examples/saul

https://github.com/RIO
T-OS/RIOT/tree/maste
r/examples/saul

Event Generator

Traces

Trigger events on IOT-LAB nodes (serial/mqtt)

EVENTS

Assume you have to monitor PM2.5 
air pollution and you are interested in 
events generated when observations 
are above 150

An example https://aqicn.org/forecast
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Random Way Point model:

● Each node moves along a zigzag line from 
one waypoint Pi to the next Pi+1.

● The waypoints are uniformly distributed 
over the given convex area, e.g. unit disk.

● At the start of each leg a random velocity is 
drawn from the velocity distribution.
(in the basic case the velocity is constant 1)

● Optionally, the nodes may have so-called 
"thinking times" when they reach each 
waypoint before continuing on the next leg, 
where durations are independent and 
identically distributed random variables.



● Ground floor: m3-[1-45], firefly-[1-3]
● First floor: m3-[46-111], firefly-[4-6]
● Second floor: m3-[112-129], firefly-[7-8]
● Dedicated room (2nd floor): m3-[130-256], 

firefly[9-11]

Remember … make 
reasonable assumptions 
and always support your 
claims with quantitative 
evidences!

REMEMBER



ASSUMPTION: Simulation of underwater links with wireless 
… I’m perfectly aware this is a simplistic assumption 
because … but …. Then I consider it as an upper bound on 
performance!


